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ຕອນເຊາົ້ ມ ືແ້ຮມ໑໐ຄາ່ໍເດອນື ແປດ ພ.ສ. . . . . ພຣະສງົ 
ອງົຄະເຈາ້ົແລະປະຊາຊນົໃນນະຄອນວຽງຈນັພາກນັຕນື່ ເຕນັ້  
ຖາມກນັຈແິຈເພາະໄດຊ້າບຂາວ່ ເລາົ່ ລືຕ່ໍກນັໄປວາ່ ພຣະ 
ພທຸຮບູນອຍ້ ອງົນງຶ່ ທ່ີເຮາົ ເຄຍີນບັຖວືາ່ເປນັ ອງົສກັສດິນນ້ັ ໄດ້
ຫາຍຈາກວດັສສະີ ເກດໄປ.1111                                    1111   
 
ພຮະພທຸຮບູອງົນີໄ້ດຕ້ງ້ັໄວບ້ອນ່ ສາຄນໍ ັ , ພກຂຸິ ສາມະເນນ
ຄອຍຮກສາັ ຢາງ່ ລະມດັລະວງັຢູສ່ເມ ີແຕເ່ຖງິດງ່ັນນ້ັກດໍ ີກຍໍງັ
ເສຽັ ໄປໄດຢ້າງ່ ເລກິລບັ.2222  ກອນ່ ອນັທ່ີພຣະພທຸຮບູເສຽັ ນນ້ັ  

1111. . . . ແຮມ is the period of the waning moon   (the period of the waxing moon is called ຂນ້ຶ); 
there are 15 sections (days) in each period, each called  ຄາ່ໍ.  ພ.ສ. Is the abbreviation for 
Buddhist Year or ພດຸທະສກກະລາດັ .  See Culture Notes, this chapter, for more.  ຈແຈ ິ means 
“in a loud, chaotic, frenzied manner”.   ຊາບ is a formal term meaning “to know”. ອງ ົ is the 
classifier for Buddha images.  ສກສດ ັ ິ is holy, blessed, sacred. ວດສສະເກດ ັ ີ is the oldest 
standing temple in Vientiane (see photo above), the only temple which survived the Sia-
mese sacking and burning of the city in 1828. 
2222. . . . ພກຂ ຸິ is a fully ordained monk; ສາມະເນນ is a novice.  ຄອຍ in other contexts means "to 
wait," but before a verb (as here) it means "to do [verb] constantly and with a high level of inter-
est". ເຖງດງນນກດ ິ ັ ັ ໍ ີ່ ້ “despite all that…”; ເລກລບ ິ ັ mysteriously. 
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ກບ່ໍໍຜາກດົວາ່ມຄີນົແປກປອມໄດເ້ຂາົ້ ມາໃນວດັ ຈງິ່ ບ່ໍມຄີວາມສງສຍົ ັ ຜ ູໃ້ດຜູນ້ງຶ່ ເລຍີ ພຣະ 
ພທຸຮບູອງົນີຫຼ່ໍ້ດວຍ້ ທອງດາໍເປນັ ອງົຢນື , ຍາວປະມານ໑ຄບື ມຜີ ູຂ້ດຸໄດມ້າຈາກພຣະບາດ
ໂພນສນັ, ພຣະພກຂຸິ ຕນົນງຶ່ ໄດເ້ອາົ ມາມອບໄວເ້ປນັ ສມບດົ ັ ຂອງວດັສສະີ ເກດ ໄດສ້ບິກວາ່ປີນີ້
ແລວ້ ຊາວລາວພາກນັນບັຖສືກກາຣະບຸັ ຊາ ນຍມິ ົ ກນັວາ່ພຣະພທຸຮບູອງົນີພ້າໃຫເ້ຈາ້ົຂອງຜູ້
ສຈຸຣດິນນ້ັແຄວ້ຄງົ, ຟນັບ່ໍເຂາົ້ ຍງິບ່ໍອອກແລະຄາ້ໍຄນຸຜູທ່ີ້ບວລະບດົ ັ ຂດັສ ີນບົໄຫວ ັ
ນະມສການັ ເພນິ່  ແລະຣະລກຶເຖງິບນຸຄນຸຂອງເພນິ່ .3333                                                    2222 
 
 ເມອື່ ຂາວ່ ເຣອງື່ ເສຽັ ຫາຍນີໄ້ດຊ້ອດເຖງິຣາຊການຕະເວນລບັແລວ້ ທານ່ ຫວົໜາ້ການ
ຝາຍ່ ນີກ້ຮໍບີຈດັພນກັງານຕາງ່ ພາກນັແຍກຍາຍ້ ອອກສບືສວນໃນທນັທີທນັໃດນນ້ັ.4444  ເພອື່ ຈະ
ກວດກາຕາມບາ້ນຕາງ່ ໆທ່ີຢູແ່ຄມທາງໄປປາກຊນັນນ້ັ ຣາຊການຝາຍ່ ຕະເວນລບັໄດແ້ຕງ່ໃຫ້
ທານ່ ສອດແນມຜູນ້ງຶ່ ຊື່  ອງັຕວນ ອອກເດນີທາງໄປພອມ້ ພນກັງານລາວຜູນ້ງຶ່ .  ທານ່ ອງັ
ຕວນ ເປນັ ລກູຊອດ ພ່ໍຝຣງ່ັແມລ່າວ ເປນັ ຄນົຕາ່ໍເກງິ່ ຫາວ້ ຫນັ ປາກມວນ່ ຫວົຫວານ ແລະ
ຂຍນັໃນທາງການ.5555  ເພນິ່ ຮບັຣາຊການມາໄດຫ້າຼ ຍປີແລວ້, ຈງິ່ ມຄີວາມຊາໍນຊີາໍນານ    

3333. . . . ອນທ ັ ີ່ “the matter of…”; ສງສຍ ົ ັ to suspect;  ຫ ໍ່ ຼ to be cast (said of metal); ຄບ ື a traditional 
measurement: span of the outstretched thumb and middle finger, about .25 cm.  See Cul-
ture Notes, this chapter, for more.  ຕນ ົ here is a classifier for monks.  ສກກາຣະບຊຸາ ັ is to 
make contributions to a temple to gain merit; ນຍມກນວາ ິ ົ ັ ່ “they all believed that…”; ແຄວຄງ ້ ົ
“invulnerable”; ຟນບເຂາຍງບອອກ ັ ໍ ົ ິ ໍ່ ້ ່ “impervious to stabbing with a knife and shots from a gun”; 
ຄາຄນຸ ໍ້ “support” (noun); ນບໄຫວນະມສການ ົ ັ້ pay proper respects to (the Buddha image).  The 
pronoun ເພນ ິ່ in this sentence refers to the Buddha image.  ຣະລກ ື is to remind or be re-
minded of; ບນຸຄນຸ is holiness or goodness. 
4444. . . . ຣາຊການ royal service (equivalent to “civil service” in the US); ຝາຍ ່ is section or division; 
ສບສວນ ື “to investigate”; ທນທທນໃດ ັ ີ ັ suddenly, on the spur of the moment. 
5555. . . . ກວດກາ to inspect, patrol; ລກູຊອດ person of mixed race; ຕາເກງຫາວຫນ ໍ ິ ັ່ ່ ້ “modest and as-
sertive in equal measures”; ຫວຫວານ ົ “sweet laugh;” jovial. ຂຍນໃນທາງການ ັ “dedicated to [his] 
work”. 
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ໃນທາງສບືສວນເປນັ ຢາ່ງດ.ີ  ສວນ່ ພນກງານັ ຜູໄ້ປນາໍເພນິ່ ນນ້ັຊື່  ທາວສວຸນັ, ເປນັ ຄນົຂຍນັ
ຂນັແຂງ ເໝອນກນື ັ ແລະເຄຍີໄດຮ້ບັຄວາມຊມົເຊຍີມາແລວ້ເນອງື່ ຈາກຄວາມດຄີວາມຊອບທ່ີ
ໄດທ້າໍມາໃນທາງຣາຊການ.6666                                                                    

3333 

6666. . . . ຊານຊານານ ໍ ິ ໍ skilled; ຂຍນຂນແຂງ ັ ັ diligent; ຊມເຊຍ ົ ີ to praise; ເນອງຈາກ ື່ concerning; ຄວາມຊອບ 
satisfaction. 

Chapter One VocabularyChapter One VocabularyChapter One VocabularyChapter One Vocabulary    
ບດ ົ chapter 
ຢາງລະມດລະວງ ່ ັ ັ carefully 
ແປກປອມ  suspicious (adjective) 
ທອງດາ  ໍ a dark type of gold 
ອງຢນ  ົ ື standing Buddha (style of the stolen Buddha image) 
ຜຂູດຸ  ້ person who uncovered or dug up the image 
ມອບ  to present something as a gift 
ຂດສ  ັ ີ to polish 
ຊອດເຖງ  ິ to “get to” or arrive at (as in “the news got to…”) 
ແຍກຍາຍ  ້ to scatter, divide up 
ປາກມວນ  ່ amiable, easy-going manner 
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Culture NotesCulture NotesCulture NotesCulture Notes    
Lunar MonthsLunar MonthsLunar MonthsLunar Months    
In Laos, especially in the cities and for official events, functions and 
schedules, the solar calendar (based on the Western zodiac and thus 
corresponding exactly to the calendar we use in the West), adopted 
from the French, is fully in use today.  However, farmers still use the 
lunar calendar when discussing the progress of growth of their crops, 
the timing of important festivals, and many other significant events in 
their daily lives. 
 
In the lunar system, unlike the system we're used to in the West, the 
moon isn't divided into four quarters.  In the Lao system, the moon 
is divided into 30 tiny sections, each corresponding to one day.  The 
month is further divided into two main divisions or ປກັ: the period of 
the waxing moon ຂນ້ຶ, and the period of the waning moon, ແຮມ.  
Each division is divided into 15 sections called ຄາ່ໍ, each equal to one 
day.  The day of the full moon (which comes in the middle of the lu-
nar month) is called ມເພງື ັ້ , and the day of the new moon (which sig-
nals the end of the lunar month) is ມດບື ັ້ .  Remember that the eighth 
and fifteenth days of each ປກ ັ or half of the cycle (that is, the waxing 
half and the waning half of each month) are Buddhist holy days or 
ວນສນັ ີ .  Thus there are four holy days per lunar month, the most sig-
nificant being the day of the full moon and the day of the new 
moon.  These two days are when all important festivals are held. 
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So it works like this: the first day of a given lunar month (that is, the 
first day of the waxing moon of that month) is called ມຂນນງຄາ ື ຶ ຶ ໍ້ ້ ່ ່ (with 
the number of the month following that phrase.  Note that the lunar 
months in former times all had names as well.  While some of those 
names are still used by farmers and in religious contexts (you'll see 
the name of one lunar month in Chapter Four), it's far more common 
nowadays to use the numbers of the months).  The second day of 
the waxing moon is ມຂນສອງຄາື ຶ ໍ້ ້ ່ , and so forth and so on, on up to 
what would be "ມຂນສບຫາຄາື ຶ ິ ໍ້ ້ ່້ ," which is instead called "day of the full 
moon" or ມເພງື ັ້ .  The day after that, we begin counting the divisions 
of the ປກ ັ of the waning moon with ມແຮມນງຄາື ຶ ໍ້ ່ ່ , on up to what would 
be the 15th day of that division ("ມແຮມສບຫາຄາື ິ ໍ້ ່້ "), which is of course 
instead called ມດບ ື ັ້ ("day of the new moon"), the end of that lunar 
month.   
 

Note that the lunar months do not coincide with our Western, solar 
months.  The exact way they fit with them varies from year to year.  
More or less, though, lunar months tend to start (and end) in the 
middle of a solar month.  These months are the same in all Thera-
vada Buddhist countries, by the way.  To see more precisely how the 
lunar months line up with other things you know about--like the life of 
the Buddha and important Lao religious festivals--see Chapters Two 
and Four of your Lao Heritage textbook, where some of this material 
was already discussed. 
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You're certainly "excused" for not memorizing all of this, but note that 
if you plan to spend a good deal of time doing research or other 
work among Lao rice farmers, you will need to learn this system well.  
Any Southeast Asian rice farmer worth her or his salt can look at the 
moon on any given night and tell you pretty much exactly which of 
the 15 divisions of the waxing or waning moon we're currently at!  
Ask your instructor(s) if anything about this system or how it's dis-
cussed is not clear to you. 
 
Buddhist Vs. Christian YearsBuddhist Vs. Christian YearsBuddhist Vs. Christian YearsBuddhist Vs. Christian Years    
This is another topic you were first introduced to in Chapter Two of 
your Heritage textbook, when we discussed the Life of the Buddha.  
The system of numbering years from the birth of Christ (or, more 
commonly nowadays, from the beginning of the Common Era or 
C.E….Lao and other Southeast Asian languages still refer to this sys-
tem as "Christian, however) is called ຄດຕະສກກະລາດ ິ ັ or ຄ.ສ.; the sys-
tem of numbering years from the birth of Buddha is ພດຸທະສກກະລາດ ັ
or ພ.ສ..  The C.E. system is more commonly used in Laos nowadays 
for most events, but you will encounter the Buddhist years in religious 
and various formal contexts, and certainly in older texts.  To calculate 
the Buddhist year given any C.E. year, simply add 543 to the C.E. 
year.  Thus, the year in which I'm putting this book together is ຄ.ສ. 
2009 or ພ.ສ. 2552.  Another shortcut you can sometimes use when 
talking about the past 60 years or so is remembering that the year 
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2500 in the Buddhist system--considered a very important and auspi-
cious milestone in Buddhism--was 1957. 
 
Traditional BodyTraditional BodyTraditional BodyTraditional Body----Based MeasurementsBased MeasurementsBased MeasurementsBased Measurements    
This is perhaps an even more archaic topic than that of the lunar 
months, but believe it or not, some of the terms discussed here are 
still known in the countryside.  That is, the system of using body 
parts for measurement, in the days before centimeters, meters and 
other units were introduced by the French.  All cultures came up with 
something like this; witness our own "foot" as a linear measurement, 
etc. What better way to measure things than with parts of the human 
body, especially when, as in many traditional societies, (probably 
largely due to nutritional reasons), the general body dimensions from 
person to person tended to be fairly consistent.  
 
Realistically, this is probably only going to be of interest to you insofar 
as you encounter these terms in older Lao texts, but if you do much 
reading of such texts, you certainly will see some of these.  In fact, 
you've seen one already in this chapter (the term given in describing 
the dimensions of the Sacred Buddha image stolen in Chapter One of 
the novel).  So below is a list of some common traditional measure-
ments.  Note that this is by no means an exhaustive list!  Some, you 
have to admit, though, are pretty fascinating.  Ask your instructor's 
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opinion on this topic, especially if they have any experience in the 
countryside or studying historical texts, you might find what they have 
to say pretty interesting: 
 
Hand and Arm-based Length Measurements 
ຄບ ື this is the one that appears in this chapter, it refers to the span 
of the outstretched thumb and middle finger (about .25 cm). 
ຜ ູis the distance--when one clenches one's fist--from the end of the 
thumb to the edge of the closed fist. 
ວາ the distance from fingertip to fingertip when the arms are fully ex-
tended in opposite directions. 
ສອກ  besides meaning "elbow," this term refers to the distance from 
elbow to fingertip (about 50 cm.). 
ກາ ໍ is the width of the bottom of a fist (about 12.5 cm). 
 
Hand-based Volume Measurements  
ຟາຍ a handful (.25 liter). 
ກອບ a double handful(!). 
ໃຈມ ືthe amount of a substance that will fit in the palm of the hand 
(a 1/4 handful). 
 
Other interesting distance measurements 
ອສຸະພະ thirty-five times the distance of a ວາ (fingertip to fingertip of 
outstretched arms) 
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ໂຍດຊະນະ the distance of "four yells" (presumably, one person hears 
the first yell, passes it on the second, etc.) 
ຄາວດຸ (this is my personal favorite) the maximum distance over which 
the lowing of cattle can be heard (about 4,000 yards). 
 
Exercise for Chapter OneExercise for Chapter OneExercise for Chapter OneExercise for Chapter One    
Write two sentences for each of the following terms, which you should 
memorize and be able to use after studying this chapter.  You will 
find two of them in the footnotes, and two in the vocabulary list.  
Consult your instructor if you don't know how to use these (after 
studying their occurrence in the text of this chapter): 
 

ນຍມິ ົ  
ເຖງດງນນກດິ ັ ັ ໍ ີ່ ້  
ຢາງລະມດລະວງ່ ັ ັ  
ຊອດເຖງິ 


